Synagro to Highlight AllGro® Compost and American Farmer Episode at COMPOST2019

AllGro® Compost Builds Soil Health for Agricultural, Horticultural, Landscaping and Restoration Programs

BALTIMORE, Maryland, January 22, 2019 – Synagro Technologies, Inc., one of the largest private composters in the United States, will highlight its AllGro® compost at COMPOST2019, the US Composting Council’s 26th Annual Conference and Tradeshow, in Glendale, Arizona, January 28 to 31, 2019, at Renaissance Phoenix Glendale Hotel & Spa.

Join the Synagro team inside the Renaissance at Booth Number 701 to learn about AllGro compost – a nutrient-rich source of organic matter that brings agronomic value to almost any application. Made from carbon-rich feedstocks, AllGro compost is the result of a natural, controlled, biological process. The end result is a high-quality soil amendment used by professionals in agriculture, horticulture and landscape maintenance.

“We are pleased once again to be supporting the composting industry and to be exhibiting at COMPOST2019 in Glendale,” announced Robert Pepperman, director of product sales and marketing, Synagro. “We’re excited to be showcasing AllGro compost because, when used in accordance with sound agronomic principles, it provides both immediate and long-lasting benefits. In addition, we are looking forward to sharing a segment of a recent episode of RFD-TV’s American Farmer in our booth in which Synagro’s compost manufacturing program is featured.

“Compost can sustainably increase the productivity of almost any soil type by replenishing organic matter; providing slow-release plant nutrients which reduced the need for chemical fertilizers; enhancing soil structure and porosity thereby improving soil moisture-holding capacity; and helping build a more friable soil which can improve tillage in compacted soils.”

Last year Synagro distributed over 350,000 tons of compost produced at its six facilities nationwide.

About Synagro

Founded in 1986, Synagro Technologies, Inc. provides environmentally sustainable solutions for commercial and municipal organizations that generate organic by-products. Synagro consistently transforms industrial and municipal waste into environmentally friendly resources that benefit our communities. As the largest recycler of organic by-products in North America, Synagro uses best-in-class processes, from beneficial reuse to renewable energy, that adhere to the strictest of environmental regulations to provide compelling solutions for communities across the continent. Serving more than
600 municipal and industrial water and wastewater facilities in the United States and Canada, Synagro’s leading systems of organic by-product management services support municipalities of all sizes in saving money and meeting environmental regulations. Visit synagro.com to learn more.

Follow us on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.
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